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Hello everyone this is Jim and I welcome you to Navaratri 2014. We’re going to perform a ceremony
today; we’re outside before the Navaratri Fire. Take a deep breath and imagine yourself standing before
the Navaratri 2014 Sacred Altar, Sacred Fire of Navaratri, a fire which pulls the ability to burn away all
dross and bring purification. As you take a deep breath and ground yourself to Mother Earth, we will do
our grounding meditation. Be aware that you are standing before the Sacred Navaratri Fire with everyone
who’s taking this course, with everyone who’s doing this meditation now with us. Divine Mother is
standing with us, the flames are jumping high.
As we do our grounding feel Uluru beneath your feet. Feel yourself slowly glide into Uluru, the Warm
Clay Red colored Light of Uluru surrounding you, nurturing you. Send down around your Hara Line, the
Pillar of Light which extends all the way to the center of Earth, extends roots down from the bottoms of
your feet and tailbone down, all the way down to the Earth’s Core. See those roots wrap around the Core
Crystal of Mother Earth and see a tree trunk form around you with its roots surrounding your roots and
extending also down all the way to the Core of Mother Earth and surrounding the Core Crystal and
surrounding your roots holding you even tighter to Mother Earth.
See that this tree trunk as it extends up around you, the outer coat of the cylinder is like the bark of the
tree and it is an Emerald Green color bathing everything that moves up and down through this tree trunk
in the Emerald Green Qualities of Healing and Wholeness and Abundance. Visualize that this tree trunk
continues all the way up through the heavens until it spreads out into the Pool of Creation and its branches
and leaves filling the Pool of Creation.
Now as we pull the Amber colored Life Force Energy from Mother Earth up through our roots from the
Core Crystal. The Core Crystal is a bright Amber colored Light and we pull it up through our root
system, all the way up to the bottoms of our feet and feel that Amber colored Life Force Energy moving
up into your ankles and your calves, legs, filling your body, your torso, all the Chakras of the body and all
the 5 Body System with the Amber colored Light from the Core Crystal, all of this happening within the
Emerald colored cylinder of the tree trunk.
As this Amber colored Light fills your body and being and it pours out of your Crown up through the tree
trunk all the way to the Pool of Creation and pouring into the Pool of Creation we ask Mother of the
Cosmos to pour her Cosmic Life Force Energy into the Pool of Creation which is also an Amber colored
Light. It’s more vibrant and a bit darker and as it fills the Pool of Creation it pours down through the tree
trunk mixing with the Earth’s Life Force Energy moving up as the Cosmic Life Force Energy moves
down into the Crown and into your body revitalizing your body, energizing your body, 5 Body System,
the Chakras of the body, filling your Physical Body and all the bones, circulatory system, nervous system,
muscle tissue, organs of the body as it moves all the way down through the bottoms of your feet, pours
down through the root system and reaches the Core Crystal where the Cosmic Life Force Energy from
Mother of the Cosmos pours into the Core Crystal raising the vibration of the Life Force Energy of
Mother Earth as well as Mother Earth, the Five Elements, the Sacred Metals, and together moves back up
through the roots to the bottoms of your feet.
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We will move with this mixed Life Force Energy of the Cosmos and Mother Earth all the way up through
the tree trunk, as it moves all the way up and pours into the Pool of Creation and you find yourself
swimming in the Pool of Creation, Amber colored Light all around you and you see on the wood deck
your two Angels standing with their trays as you pull yourself out of the Pool of Creation to stand and
receive your robes and your cape, and your crown, and your Scepter of Power.
We turn to face Divine Mother’s Throne in the distance, moving towards Divine Mother, she stands,
holds her arms outstretched, her cape of Copper Gold pouring the Copper Gold Light on you, and we step
into the bosom of Divine Mother and let her wrap her arms around us, holding us in her bosom, holding
us within her love, her Copper Gold Light on this auspicious day, this auspicious celebration of Navaratri.
We send her an extra special outpouring of love and gratitude and together with Divine Mother as she
holds us in her bosom we will move down through the Thrones, through the heavens above until we reach
her retreat in the 5th Dimensional Octave and we stand within the great hall in the first level of Divine
Mother’s retreat, Warm Orange Light emanating from all the surfaces and in the air. All the Angelic
Beings standing in rows upon rows around the Sacred Altar at the 5th Dimensional retreat of Divine
Mother ready for this auspicious ceremony, this amazing ceremony that Divine Mother is about to bring
us and we see as she takes her place on her Throne. On either side of Divine Mother Lord Shiva and
Goddess Shakti are sitting on their Thrones in their ceremonial robes and all around the Sacred Altar are
all the Great Beings, Great Silent Watcher, Victory, Mother of the Cosmos, Mother of the Universe,
Guardian of the Divine Plan all standing around the Sacred Fire.
Now as you find yourself here in this amazing setting before the Fire as we also are aware that we are
standing outside in the Elements before our own Sacred Fire of Navaratri burning, take a few moments,
set your intentions, make your offerings to the Fire of Navaratri. Make your offerings for all that you
want released, all that may be holding you back, all that you wish to be released from your loved ones,
your family that may strip away the cobwebs, strip away the dust, and the dullness and reveal a bright
shining gem that each one of us can be. Take a few moments, make your offerings, say your prayers and
the next voice you hear will be that of our Beloved Nasrin. So It Is. I thank you with all of my heart.
Divine Mother begins: 10:10
My Beloved Children of Light I’m your very own Divine Mother.
I ask you to envision that you are in the 5th Dimensional Octave of Divine Mother around the Sacred
Fire, I ask you to imagine that the Sacred Fires of Navaratri- in honor of Divine Mother conquering on
behalf of forces of Light and battling the forces of darkness, those Sacred Fires -are jumping up high as
we all stand together.
Be aware that Lord Shiva and Goddess Shakti are seated upon their Thrones and they are weaving
the filaments of Primordial Light to be brought to celebrate this Navaratri. They are offering their
Primordial Light for the benefit of humankind. They’re offering their Primordial Light to imbue
the Sacred 5 Elements and the Sacred 5 Metals. The 5 Elements being the Element of Earth,
Water, Fire, Air and Ether, the Sacred Metals being Platinum, Gold, Silver, Copper and Pewter,
Lord Shiva Goddess Shakti are working with the 5 Sacred Metals. The 5 Sacred Metals will
become the scaffolding that the Sacred Elements need in order for the return of purity to the 5
Elements. The Sacred Metals will become the structure that brings the 5 Elements into peace and
harmony.
Our specific intention for this Navaratri in the year 2014-2015 is twofold:
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1- is the return of the 5 Elements into their sacred and pure substance and we do this by asking
Lord Shiva and Goddess Shakti to bring their Primordial Light and seal their Light inside the 5
Metals and feed the filaments of this Sacred Light into the warp and weft of the 5 Elements, into the
Earth, into the Waters of Earth, into the Fires of Earth, into the Air of Earth and into the Ether,
the most sacred of the 5 Elements of Earth, to restore the 5 Elements into perfection. To make the
container of the 5 Elements into a worthy container, to release the leak, to release the karma, the
second intention is to help the 5 Elements to embrace the Elementals and by embracing the
Elemental Kingdom to allow the return of that purity and innocence and the perfection that is the
responsibility of the Elementals.
2-We are performing ceremony to ask- in the course of this year- for the 5 Elements to be receptive to
the Elementals. You see, they are called 5 Elements, why? Because the Elementals and the
Elements are family members, the Elementals are made of the 5 Elements. In a sense you can say
everything that springs from the 5 Elements is of the Elementals and everything that is of the
Elementals carries the 5 Elements. So, there is a family relationship, a family tree that contains the
minerals, the plants, the animals, the human species all as family members together with the
Elementals.
Together with the Elementals! The Elementals are part of this family tree and imagine that part of this
family has been missing and we are now asking for their return. Obviously those are our intentions for
this year.
Long term Intentions-Our overall intentions for every year for many thousands of years to come is
the success of Divine Mother and the Divine Feminine in bringing peace and harmony back to
Earth, in taking the reins and restoring balance.
The electromagnetic force field of Earth is out of balance. We are working on restoring that
balance, it’s something that has taken many thousands of years to get to this place of this harmony
and we’re hoping that it won’t take many thousands of years to be returned to perfection, but that
with your love and with our guidance together we can anchor the Energies so we will bring peace
and harmony back to Earth. That is our overall intentions.
Now I will talk for a moment -as you see this scene and you see that Divine Mother and all the Cosmic
Beings that you are now familiar with since we have performed various grids and ceremonies during the
phases of Divine Mother’s Healing and Manifestation course; the 18 layer grid that we set up, that 18
layer grid is in place and that’s what we together offer to the Fires of Navaratri this year by inviting
the 18 layers of Beings to all be present. I am going to quickly mention them all, not so much in the
order they appear but as members of the 18 layers starting with you.
 You and your soul lineage are an important integral part of this 18 layer grid. Imagine
yourself, imagine your soul, your oversoul, members of your soul lineage, heads of your soul
lineage then imagine Divine Mother and everyone she represents standing with you.
 We also invite Christ Maitreya and Sanat Kumara to be part of this ceremony and we’re not
so much counting them as part of the 18 layers but I am inviting them and you are inviting them
because they represent an important aspect for the balancing of the electromagnetic force field,
balancing of the masculine and feminine polarity.
 We have Goddess of Prosperity,
 we have Goddess of Life & Nurturance,
 we have Goddess of 5th Dimensional Health & Abundance,
 we have Goddess of Joy & Gratitude,
 we have Goddess of the Lilac Light of Balancing the Polarity of Male & Female,
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we have Mother of Universe,
we have Mother of Cosmos,
we have Goddess Victory in her Aspect of Love with Pink & Gold & Platinum,
she also comes with Frosted Blue & Platinum to bring back Abundance from the higher
Dimensions,
we have the Pearlescent Gray with a drop of Purple for Empowerment that is overlighted
by Great Silent Watcher’s Energies,
we have the Cinnamon Goddess that carries the Energies of Sweet, Gentle Nurturing Love
and the sweet aroma of Cinnamon with that color,
we have the Goddess of Earthly Abundance carrying the Energies of Abundance for Earth
from its Cosmic source,
we have Goddess Liberty who is liberating everyone from the karma and karmic
entanglements that Earth and all species of all souls have been involved in for the many past
thousands of years. Please be aware that the presence of Goddess Liberty and what she offers to
this 18 layer grid is of utmost importance. So be mindful of Goddess Liberty during this time
of Navaratri because her job, the service, the Sava, selfless service which Goddess Liberty
offers is the removal of the karma.

At any time that you start you can connect to the Energies of Navaratri. What I ask you to do is to be
mindful that everyday, you’re working with day 8, day 9 and day 10 this is different from previous years
and the reason is each day has a cumulative effect so rather than starting with day 1; I want you to
constantly envision you’re in day 8, 9, and 10 simultaneously.
So to finish off the Beings I am going to go to
 Cosmic Guardian of Divine Plan and ask for her to be present and to specifically choose the
highest Divine Plan especially from this Navaratri to the next Navaratri for all of you who
are mindful of the Navaratri and Divine Mother Energies and on behalf of the 5 Sacred
Metals becoming successful in building a strong foundation for the 5 Elements, clearing
Earth, clearing waters, clearing Fires, reminding fires where they’re needed and where they
shouldn’t be active, clearing the Air and releasing the pollution from the air and restoring
Ether to embrace the 4 base Elements, being the godparent to the 4 Base Elements. It’s the
job of Ether to take care of Earth, Water, Fire, Air.
Why would Ether abandon that job? Because when the container of the 4 Base Elements becomes this
polluted- as indeed the waters, the fires, the air and the earth is at this present time in the history of Earth
in this 3rd Dimensional realm, - Ether cannot alone accomplish the task of embracing and uplifting those 4
Elements, so in a sense this Ether will end up abandoning the Base Elements because it is a question of
saving its own integrity. We have brought it the 5 Sacred Metals and we have brought it the 18 layered
grid with 18 very strong Cosmic Beings- actually it’s more than 18 because we have added other Beings
such as Sanat Kumara and Christ Maitreya who are also Great Cosmic Beings who are responsible
for Earth’s destiny. You can have very, very powerful Beings who are neutral and they may not be able
to do as much as having the kind of powerful Beings who are so attached to Earth and its destiny- like
Sanat Kumara and Christ Maitreya. These two and their love and their selfless service, their
consciousness embracing Earth means such a great deal and can do such an enormous, enormous service.
We further have all of these Beings: we have our Beloved Great Silent Watcher, Silent Watchers and
Angelic Watchers and now we have petitioned in very recent times the presence of the Elementals.
We have petitioned Great Silent Watcher and the Silent Watchers as well as Angelic Watchers who
will watch over many categories of Elementals and that is in itself a feat of achievement.
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In the course of this year as we move into the Energies I ask you to be extremely mindful that you’re
working with the Elementals that Great Silent Watcher has commissioned specific Silent Watchers
and Angelic Watchers to pour their Energies into creating a container for the return of the
Elementals. Be mindful that we have together fashioned from the Elemental Kingdom the type of
Beings that are most influential in bringing back the best that the Elementals can offer. The
Elemental Beings are now assembled around the Sacred Fire. They come in all shapes, forms and
sizes, they also come in formless like Spheres of Light, like soap bubbles except they are Light
Bubbles and they too represent the Light that will overlight the 5 Elements, very specifically the
Light that will help clear the Earth, the Waters, the Fires, the Air, and help Ether to embrace the
other 4.
Standing around the Sacred Fire offering prayers to the Divine Mother in her Aspect of Sri Lalita,she is the patroness of day 9: the last day before Divine Mother conquers. Imagine that you are
standing before Sri Lalita and you are asking the Aspect of Divine Mother as Lalita who is
responsible to remove karma, karma and karmic entanglements. So I am going to sing to Lalita and
I am going to ask you to sing with me or just listen and go into the Energies. As I sing the Energies, the
Light, the language, the song I ask you to set your intensions, your personal intensions. So here you
are day 9 singing to Sri Lalita. We’ve set you up on day 9 before Sri Lalita.
I ask you also to envision that you are standing before the same Sacred Fire, with the same
entourage of Beings and it is day 8 and we are specifically calling upon the Aspect that we celebrate
as Goddess Victory. This may not be in the ancient rituals using the name Victory but Goddess
Durga is the Victorious Aspect of Divine Mother so you may imagine that both Goddess Victory
and Goddess Durga are present in the Aspect as you know Goddess Victory as well as the Aspect you
know as Goddess Durga. Remember that some of you know Goddess Durga as the Destroyer of Karma
and it is true that it is the job of Goddess Durga to destroy karma and it is good that we represent both
in the 8th and in the 9th a representation of Divine Mother as the Destroyer of Karma. Of course
Goddess Victory is the one who removes the karma and feeds and fills the place that has become
ready and vacant with the Energies of Victory so we need both Goddess Durga as the Destroyer of
Karma and Goddess Victory as the replacer of karma with victory. So imagine that you are also
present with Goddess Durga and Victory on day 8,
Then day 10: day 10 is the final day when Divine Mother has won the battle by the nightfall on day
9. Divine Mother has conquered and the table has turned and the forces of darkness have given in
and they have set their weapons at Divine Mother’s feet and are paying obeisance to Divine Mother
who then goes and sits upon her Throne with Lord Shiva on one side of her, Goddess Shakti on the
other side of her. So Shiva Shakti are present, you are present on day 10 and you see Divine
Mother- whatever image you have of Divine Mother- and I suggest that you see Divine Mother in that
Signature Energy that I have brought and called the Copper Gold Light. Divine Mother seated upon
her own Throne with Lord Shiva to her right, Goddess Shakti to her left and you standing smack in
front of her, facing her and to the side of you, the way you’re standing it’s your right side is to the
Fire and your facing Mother and you take from the Sacred Fire the Sacred Ashes and you offer it
to Divine Mother, Lord Shiva, Goddess Shakti and ask for their blessing. You ask to be successful,
to be conquerous, for you to be the warrior, accomplisher of all feats and that is day 10; that is day
10.
So you’re standing with this entire entourage, day 8 is represented with you standing, Goddess
Victory, Goddess Durga present. Day 9 is represented with you standing, Sri Lalita is present, Day
10 is represented with Divine Mother completely conquered forces of darkness with their heads on
the floor, their weapons at Divine Mother’s feet with you standing and offering prayers and Sacred
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Ashes to Divine Mother with Lord Shiva Goddess Shakti standing to either side of Divine Mother
and together we will sing
Shri Lalitham bika yai Namaha
(repeat this mantra for any number you desire- sacred numbers to divine Mother are 9, 21, 54, 108
- any numbers which add up to 3 or 9
in the name of Divine Mother, in the name of Sacred Lalita the giver of booms, the giver of
happiness, the giver of joy, the remover of karma. We will do that which is for day 9.
Then we will sing to Durga which is day 8 and ultimately we will sing to Divine Mother and I ask you to
do this, I ask you to listen to the song and as you’re listening to offer your own intentions to the
Sacred Fire and I ask you to repeat my intentions to the Sacred Fire.
As I sing it I ask Jim to join me and then I will set my intentions as we sing together
Shri Lalitham bika yai Namaha I pay salutations to the Beloved Lalita. I pay salutations to
Beloved Durga, I pay salutations to Beloved Victory, I pay salutations to Beloved Mother of all
Mothers, I pay salutations to Shiva Shakti, the Primordial Light, I pay salutations to Love, I pay
salutations to Divine Light, I pay salutations to Navaratri Fire, I pay salutations to the 8 of
Navaratri to be victorious, to remove all karma, I pay salutations to day 9 of Navaratri for Lalita to
remove karma and to replace it with joy and happiness, I pay salutations to day 10 of Navaratri to
conquering on behalf of Light to success, to joy, to peace, to the Primordial Light under Shiva
Shakti Light, Primordial Life Force. OM Shiva Shakti yai Namaha
Now we go to Goddess Durga and sing
Shri Durga yai Namaha
(repeat this mantra for any number you desire- sacred numbers to Divine Mother are 9, 21, 54, 108
- any numbers which add up to 3 or 9

Now in the name of Victory, Durga, Lalitah, Divine Mother, Shiva and Shakti we will complete this
series by singing to Shiva and Shakti and we will sing by calling them and paying obeisance:
Om Shiva Shakti yai Namaha.
(repeat this mantra for any number you desire- sacred numbers to divine Mother are 9, 21, 54, 108
- any numbers which add up to 3 or 9.
You may join me in finalizing this Navaratri and every day through this year until we come back. Every
one of these mantras whatever you remember of these mantras are valid and they can connect you to
the Energies of Navaratri, to the Energies of all these Beings and to the blessings that are offered in
removal of karma in return of peace and harmony, in intentions for each of you in your personal
lives, success and happiness, in intentions for Divine Mother and the success of the Divine Feminine
in restoring peace and harmony on Earth and to all species and for all species to live in peace and
harmony. All of that is valid. Let us sing to finalize and complete this ceremony.
Shri Lalitham bika yai Namaha
Shri Durga yai Namaha
Om Shiva Shakti yai Namaha.

Now come forward and stand before Divine Mother with Shiva and Shakti on either side of you,
with Victory and Durga and the entire 18 layer grid standing around you and receive the paste that
everyone of these Beings has blessed from the Sacred Ashes that you offered to each of them and
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receive the paste in your hands and rub it on your face and rub it on your body and rub it
envisioning the bodies of all your loved ones and rub it on the 5 Elements, rub it on your pets, rub it
on all the extinct species, all the species of animals, plants, minerals, of all species of every creature
in creation, rub it on the 5 Body System of Earth, rub it on your own 5 Body System and your loved
ones 5 Body System, rub it on the Light Body of Earth, on your own Light Body, on the Light Body
of your loved ones
Then take 10 minutes to go and lay down and let Divine Mother, Lord Shiva, Goddess Shakti,
Goddess Victory, Goddess Durga, Sri Lalita, the 18 Beings, Christ Maitreya, Sanat Kumara,
members of your own soul lineage and the heads of your own soul lineage and aspects of you in
other lifetimes all receive and exchange the love, the Light, the blessing, and the victory that is
imbued in the ceremonies of Navaratri.
May this Navaratri bring you great joy, great success, great contentment. May this Navaratri bring Earth
great peace and fill your lives with abundance. May all creatures live happily ever after in peace and
harmony.
May each of you receive from eternity to eternity for all that you do on behalf of Divine Mother and in
service to Light. I thank each and every one of you. I open my heart to each of you. I bathe you in
Divine Mother’s Love.
I Am your very own Mother. So It Is.
Summary Navaratri ceremony
 Ground with Uluru and go to Divine mother’s Retreat in the Fifth Dimensional Octave
and stand before Divine Mother at the Sacred Fires of her Altar as they jumping up high.
 Imagine Lord Shiva and Goddess Shakti are seated upon their Thrones, offering their
Primordial Light to imbue the Sacred 5 Elements- The Element of Earth, Water, Fire, Air
and Ether- and the Sacred 5 Metals of Platinum, Gold, Silver, Copper and Pewter. The 5
Sacred Metals will become the scaffolding that the Sacred Elements need in order for the
return of purity to the 5 Elements. The Sacred Metals will become the structure that brings
the 5 Elements into peace and harmony.
 Our specific intention for this Navaratri in the year 2014-2015 is:
 1-The return of the 5 Elements into purity and to release their karma,
 2-to help the 5 Elements to embrace the members of the Elemental Kingdom- the fairies,
devas and other creatures in that kingdom. The Elementals are made of the 5 Elements. In
a sense you can say everything that springs from the 5 Elements is of the Elementals. So,
there is a family relationship, a family tree that contains the minerals, the plants, the
animals, the human species all as family members together with the Elementals.
 Long term Intentions- is the success of Divine Mother and the Divine Feminine in bringing
peace and harmony back to Earth, in taking the reins and restoring balance. The
electromagnetic force field of Earth is out of balance. We are working on restoring that
balance, it’s something that has taken many thousands of years to get to this place of disharmony and we’re hoping that it won’t take many thousands of years to be returned to
perfection, but that with your love and with our guidance together we can anchor the
Energies so we will bring peace and harmony back to Earth. That is our overall intentions.
 Imagine the18 layer grid- inviting the 18 layers of Beings which consist of:
 You and your soul lineage-imagine your soul, your over-soul, members of your soul lineage,
heads of your soul lineage then imagine Divine Mother and everyone she represents
standing with you.
 We also invite Christ Maitreya and Sanat Kumara to be part of this ceremony
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We invite Goddess of Prosperity,
we invite Goddess of Life & Nurturance,
we invite Goddess of 5th Dimensional Health & Abundance,
we invite Goddess of Joy & Gratitude,
we invite Goddess of the Lilac Light of Balancing the Polarity of Male & Female,
we invite Mother of Universe,
we invite Mother of Cosmos,
we invite Goddess Victory in her Pink & Gold & Platinum light,
Goddess Victory in her Frosted Blue & Platinum to bring back Abundance from the higher
Dimensions,
 we invite the Pearlescent Gray with a drop of Purple for Empowerment that is overlighted
by Great Silent Watcher’s Energies,
 we invite the Cinnamon Goddess that carries the Energies of Sweet, Gentle Nurturing Love
and the sweet aroma of Cinnamon with that color,
 we invite the Goddess of Earthly Abundance carrying the Energies of Abundance for Earth
from its Cosmic source,
 we invite Goddess Liberty who is liberating everyone from the karma and karmic
entanglements that Earth and all species of all souls have been involved in for the many past
thousands of years. Be mindful of Goddess Liberty during this time of Navaratri because
she offers removal of karma.
 We invite Cosmic Guardian of Divine Plan to specifically choose the highest Divine Plan
especially from this Navaratri to the next Navaratri for all of you
 We invite Sanat Kumara and Christ Maitreya who are also Great Cosmic Beings who are
responsible for Earth’s destiny.
 We invite our Beloved Great Silent Watcher, the Silent Watchers and Angelic Watchers
especially to watch over many categories of Elementals and that is in itself a feat of
achievement.
 Now I ask you to simultaneously envision yourself to perform ceremony on days 8, 9 and ten
of Navaratri. Standing around the Sacred Fire offering prayers to the Divine Mother in her
Aspect of Shri Lalita,-the patroness of day 9 who is responsible to remove karma and
karmic entanglements. For day 8 we celebrate Goddess Victory and Goddess Durga to also
removes karma and fill it with the Energies of Victory on day 8, Then day 10 is the final day
when Divine Mother has won the battle and the forces of darkness have given in and they
have set their weapons at Divine Mother’s the Copper Gold feet. Lord Shiva and Goddess
Shakti are present on day 10.
 You take Sacred Ashes from the Sacred Fire and offer it to Divine Mother, Lord Shiva,
Goddess Shakti, Goddess Victory, Goddess Durga, Shri Lalita and ask for their blessing.
You ask to be successful, to be conquerors, be the warriors, accomplishers of all feats. Now
together we will sing in the name of Divine Mother, in the name of Sacred Lalita the giver of
booms, the giver of happiness, the giver of joy, the remover of karma.
I ask you to listen to the song and offer your own intentions to the Sacred Fire and I ask you to
repeat my intentions to the Sacred Fire: I pay salutations to the Beloved Lalita. I pay salutations to
Beloved Durga, I pay salutations to Beloved Victory, I pay salutations to Beloved Mother of all
Mothers, I pay salutations to Shiva Shakti, the Primordial Light, I pay salutations to Love, I pay
salutations to Divine Light, I pay salutations to Navaratri Fire, I pay salutations to day 8 of
Navaratri to be victorious, to remove all karma, I pay salutations to day 9 of Navaratri for Lalita to
remove karma and to replace it with joy and happiness, I pay salutations to day 10 of Navaratri to
conquer on behalf of Light to success, to joy, to peace, to the Primordial life force of Shiva Shakti
Light. Let us sing to finalize and complete this ceremony.
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Shri Lalitham bika yai Namaha
(repeat this mantra for any number you desire- sacred numbers to Divine Mother are 9, 21, 54, 108,
- any numbers which add up to 3 or 9
Now we go to Goddess Durga and sing
Shri Durga yai Namaha
(repeat this mantra for any number you desire- sacred numbers to Divine Mother are 9, 21, 54, 108,
- any numbers which add up to 3 or 9
Now in the name of Victory, Durga, Lalitah, Divine Mother, Shiva and Shakti we will complete this
series by singing to Shiva and Shakti and we will sing by calling them and paying obeisance:
Om Shiva Shakti yai Namaha.
(repeat this mantra for any number you desire- sacred numbers to divine Mother are 9, 21, 54, 108any numbers which add up to 3 or 9


Stand before Divine Mother with Shiva and Shakti on either side of you, with Lalita,
Victory, Durga and the entire 18 layer grid standing around you. Receive sacred paste
made with the sac4ed Ashes and oils and lights which all of these Beings has blessed.
Imagine that you receive the paste in your hands and rub it on your face and on your body,
5Body system and Light Body. Imagine that you rub it on the bodies of all your loved ones;
rub it on your pets; rub it on all species of animals, plants, minerals and every creature in
creation; and on the 5 Elements; rub it on the 5 Body System of Earth, rub it on the Light
Body of Earth,



Then take 10 minutes to lay down and let Divine Mother, Lord Shiva, Goddess Shakti,
Goddess Victory, Goddess Durga, Sri Lalita, the 18 Beings, Christ Maitreya, Sanat
Kumara, members of your own soul lineage and the heads of your own soul lineage and
aspects of you in other lifetimes all receive and exchange the love, the Light, the blessing,
and the victory that is imbued in the ceremonies of Navaratri. So it is.
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